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BOHEMIA
Opulence 5 light chandelier £150/€221

Blue birds wallpaper £18/€26.50

Blue birds bed set £35/€52

Circlet nest of tables (set of 2) £125/€200



Quilted velvet teal cushion £18/€26.50

Patchwork velvet cushion £18/€26.50
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Plum wrap and accessories pack £6.50/€9.50
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7 Embellished elephant cushion £16/€23.50 9 Gold edge lantern £25/€37

8 Gold angel wing decoration  

£3/€4.50 each

4 Patterned cards (pack of 20) £4.50/€6.50

6 Bohemia baubles £4/€6 each

3 Teal bohemia bowl £10/€14.50

2 Gold feather pendant £80/€118

1 

5 Gold champagne saucers (pack of 4) £24/€35
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Purple genie bottle £26/€38

Quilted velvet teal cushion £18/€26.50

Hardwick extending dining table £850/€1358
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8 Velvet teal paisley bed set from £45/€667 Circlet nest of tables (set of 2) £125/€200

5 Gold metal ring holder £6/€9 each

6 Gold wine glasses (set of 4) £24/€35

4 

1 Decoupage baubles (set of 6) £8/€12

2 Gold scallop vase £26/€38 3 Sloane gold pendant £70/€103
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HOTEL

Hotel side table £160/€256
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3 Ombre tree £100/€147

5 Large glimmer vase £60/€88

1 Product name £00/€00

2 Large chrome alarm clock £40/€591 Standing stag £20/€29

4 

6 Glass effect decoration £6/€9 each

7 8 Lit cinema box £12/€17.50
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3 Drinks dispenser £26/€38

1 

5 

6  

(set of 6) £28/€41

2 Oversized geo bed set (pack of 2) from £35/€52

7 12 piece decadence dinner set £45/€66 8 Logan bar side table £185/€295

4 Reindeer decoration £4/€6 each
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Crushed velvet cushion £16/€23.50 each

Green velvet throw €35/€52

Parisian headboard in glitz pewter £199/€318
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12 piece decadence dinner set £45/€66, Silver glitter placemats (packs of 8) £20/€29,  

16 piece Kensington cutlery set £26/€38, Silver ombre glasses (pack of 4) £24/€35, Star bowls (set of 2) £16/€23.50, 

Silver crackers (pack of 6) £12/€17.50, Silver sequin table runner £22/€32, Metal stag tea light holder £20/€29



HIBERNATE

Faux fur throw £60/€88

Faux fur cushion £22/€32
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6 Hibernate water bottle £6/€9

8 White wooden star decoration 

£3/€4.50 each7 12 piece hibernate dinner set £35/€52

5 Large Noel lit letters £60/€88

3 Lit berry garland £25/€37

2 Dipped mugs £4.50/€6.50 each

4 Hibernate jug £20/€29

1 Dipped glaze table lamp £60/€88
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7 White rim glasses (set of 4) £18/€26.50

1 Antler table lamp £60/€88 3 Dipped glaze vase £40/€592 Wooden advent house £35/€52

8 Brookshire display cabinet £699/€1116

5 LED love light £50/€74

4 Pinecone decoration £6/€9 each

6 Oriana star light £70/€103



 

Decoupage baubles (pack of 6) £8/€12

12 piece bianco dinner set £18/€26.50
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FAMILY

Brushed cotton penguin sheet £15/€22
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8 Christmas jam jar drinks set £16/€23.50 9 Home lanterns (set of 4) £12/€17.50

7 Stocking bunting £14/€20.50

5 Lit letter and symbol decoration £6/€9 each

2 Advent calendar £28/€41 3 Stag decoration £3/€4.50 each

6 Christmas tapestry cushion £12/€17.50

4 Daschund and Pug mug £3.50/€5 each

1 Envelope decoration £2.75/€4.50 each
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8 Red geo bed set from £15/€22

5 12 piece family dinner set £25/€37

2 Retro decorations £5/€7.50 each1 Lit jar scene £15/€22

6 Light up Santa decoration £5/€7.50

7 Novelty daschund cards (pack of 10) £2.50/€3.50

3 Family crackers (set of 12) £10/€14.50 4 Make your own Reindeer £8/€12
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4 Cat treat stocking £10/€14.50 5 Fairisle dog jumper £8/€12

98 | 

2 Dog treat stocking £10/€14.50

3 Dog bow tie £5/€7.501 Dog treat jar £12/€17.50

6 Cat toys (set of 3) £10/€14.50

7 Cat igloo bed £30/€44 8 

PET GIFTS
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Dog treat stocking £10/€14.50

Quilted dog jacket £12/€17.50

Dog blanket £15/€22

Novelty dog jumper £8/€12
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6  

(set of 6) £24/€35 7 Cocktail syrup set £12/€17.50

4 Alphabet jewellery dish £4/€6 each

3 Gin and tonic candle £4/€6

5 Syrup and chocolate set £10/€14.50

1 Party cocktail serving set £30/€44 2 

GLAM GIFTS
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7 Shot glass syrup set £16/€23.50 8 Tea for one set £12/€17.50

6 Alphabet perfume 30ml £6.50/€9.505 Glass coasters (set of 4) £10/€14.50

3 Alphabet make up bag £8/€12

2 Cocktail lip balm £4/€6 each

4 Glamour stacking mugs (set of 4) 

£16/€23.50

1 Gold glitter diary £5/€7.50
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6 Chocolate lovers set £10/€14.50 7 Personalised cookie set £12/€17.50

3 Crumble dish and custard jug set £16/€23.50

5 Afternoon tea set £12/€17.50

2 Hot chocolate set £8/€12

4 Owl tea for two set £16/€23.50

1 Oil and bread board set £16/€23.50

FOOD GIFTS
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Personalised cookie set £12/€17.50


